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wish to continue in the ........................., I have found many things which I might

possibly have questioned which have been questioned by oneor other members of the

committee on the ground of their own study of these partiDular matters. I have

found a most open-minded attitude in the committee on the question of how the

notes should be. Now of course this is not a new Bible we are getting out. This

is simply a revision of Dr. Sdofield's work, and it would be wrong to make great

basic changes in it, and I would be strongly opposed to it, but every note, every

heading, every marginal reference is being considered, and it takes a long time,

and it is very interesting, and in the discussion we usually divide, it will be

6 - 3, or 7 - 2, but you never know who the seven are going to be and who the

two are going to be, because it is very l2 We have had very interesting

discussions, and I had a most stimulating three days. Somebody said that at this

meeting we should go through the Scofield Bible through the book of Job, and then

we all were to send notes in up to Job, and then I said, Let'd send in up to the

Pentateuch first, and get those striaght, so everybody sent in recommendations

regarding the Pentateuch, and then we thought we'd try to get through the Penta

teuch in the three days, and actually we got through the book of Genesis in the

three days. So when there was a little discussion with the man from the Oxford

Press about some details of the contract 13 , he said,

In view of the rate at which the work is going, and the thoroughness with which it

is being done, he said, I think you will find that you ae getting alot more work

out of these men, than the flat sum that you are paying each one ofthem would

ordinaily get, so he said, If some of the details of the contract aren't just the

way why there's nothing to woryy about, and the representative agreed.

The representative of the Press is a graduate of Yale Divinity School, and his

viewpoint is a little different think from that of some of the members of the

committee, but he is not a member of the editorial group ...., he s simply the

technical arranger of it, but he is much interested in the discussions, and is a

very pleasant man indeed to work with. Well, now this I think would come under

the category of the matter of the salt, to be sure that our *-erk is right...........

o get the work just exactly the best we can and end of McR 1
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